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Abstract
The generative mechanisms controlling change in interorganizational relations are
typically assumed to be time-independent, i.e., operate homogeneously and syn-
chronously over time. In this paper we consider some of the implications of violat-
ing this assumption. We adopt and extend statistical models for relational events
to reveal time-specific variations in mechanisms underlying interorganizational re-
lations observed within a small community of health care organizations. We find
that aggregate estimates of parameters associated with mechanisms of theoretical
interest mask fine-grained temporal variation in relational events sequences. We
discuss the implications of this result for studies of interorganizational relations –
and social networks more generally.
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1 Introduction
“The Tuesday scowls, the Wednesday growls, the Thursday curses,
the Friday howls, the Saturday snores, the Sunday yawns,
the Monday morns, the Monday morns.”’
Samuel Beckett (from ”‘Watt”’)
A major line of network research portrays the structure of interorganizational com-
munities as an outcome of multiple micro-mechanisms embodying basic principles of or-
ganizational bonding (Laumann and Marsden, 1982; Laumann et al., 1978). Building on
this view, more recent studies based on statistical network analysis have focused on the
generative, self-organizing qualities of interorganizational networks (Lomi and Pattison,
2006). Longitudinal studies of interorganizational relations have emphasized the preferen-
tial tendencies of organizations to establish ties with partners embedded in specific local
configurations of network ties (Koskinen and Lomi, 2013; Stadtfeld et al., 2016).
Despite fundamental differences in assumptions about the origins of dependencies
among network ties (Block et al., 2016, 2018), current empirical studies are typically
based on models that assume that the relational mechanisms underlying the dynamics
of interorganizational systems are time independent, i.e., that these mechanisms operate
homogeneously and synchronously across time periods, and over different time-frames
(Kitts et al., 2017).
The purpose of this paper is to examine this assumption more closely, and assess
its validity in the context of a realistically complex empirical analysis of time-stamped
sequences of observed relational events – the raw material frequently used for the analyt-
ical reconstruction of network ties (Butts, 2009). More specifically, we adopt and adapt
relational event models (Butts, 2008; Perry and Wolfe, 2013; Vu et al., 2017) to reveal
time-specific variations in the effect of mechanisms of recognized theoretical relevance in
interorganizational network research (Powell et al., 2005). Examples of such mechanisms
include preferential attachment, inertia, reciprocity, assortativity, and various forms of
triadic closure (Hollway et al., 2017; Lomi and Pallotti, 2012; Rivera et al., 2010).
The starting point of our work is the generic observation that much current research
on the network dynamics of interorganizational systems is based on the useful, but some-
what paradoxical assumption that the mechanisms responsible for generating network
ties operate in the same way over time. This assumption is useful because it reduces the
complexity of empirical specifications by limiting the number of parameters to be esti-
mated. This assumption is also paradoxical because it is difficult to imagine mechanisms
of change that never change over time. Examining this assumption more closely allows
us to ask new questions and extend previous research in at least two ways.
First, because the effects of social mechanisms are typically represented in terms of
time-homogeneous parameters, issues related to their time-variation are ignored in studies
of network change. In available studies, the effects of various social mechanisms on the
structure of interorganizational networks are typically assumed not to change over time –
or change only as a consequence of exogenous shocks (Corbo et al., 2016). With the possi-
ble exception of recent studies distinguishing between short-term and long-term effects of
reciprocity (Kitts et al., 2017), studies of interorganizational relations continue to assume,
implicitly, that the effects of relational mechanisms remain constant over time, and that
they operate in synchrony. We are not aware of studies that have raised questions about
time-specific variation in social mechanisms – i.e., about how such mechanisms operate
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differently at different points in time. We show how the average interpretation of net-
work effects may mask time-specific variations that are essential to our understanding of
network dynamics.
Second, exploring patterns of time-specific variation in network effects requires data
on sequences of time-stamped events connecting sender and receiver units. We collected
such data and use them to specify and estimate models that are able to reveal fine-grained
temporal variations in patterns of interorganizational relations. We focus our modeling
efforts on the time structure of relational event sequences connecting organizations –
rather than network ties as one of their possible implications (Butts, 2009; Freeman et al.,
1987). Prior research based on aggregation of repeated relational events into network
ties has addressed issues of stability and change in interorganizational relations, but has
ignored the possibility of time variations in high-frequency relational activities, i.e., in the
micro-structure of network ties.
The opportunity to demonstrate the empirical value of an event-oriented analytical
framework for exploring time-specific variations in relational mechanisms, is provided by
data that we have collected on collaborative patient referral relations linking hospitals
operating within a small regional community during the period 2005-2011. While the
empirical setting has been the object of prior investigation (Kitts et al., 2017), these data
are analyzed in this paper for the first time. Health care organizations provide a par-
ticularly appropriate empirical setting for examining time-specific variation in relational
mechanisms because health care delivery activities are known to be extremely sensitive
to the timing of treatment (Redelmeier and Bell, 2007; Zare et al., 2007). We focus on
patient referral relations – a well-studied form of relational coordination between hospitals
whereby the sender hospital involves the receiving hospital in the cooperative resolution
of a clinical case (Iwashyna et al., 2009; Lomi and Pallotti, 2012; Veinot et al., 2012).
Unlike the majority of available studies in the specialized health care literature, in
this paper we are not interested in time variations of clinical outcomes (as measured, for
example, by the quality of health services rendered, or by change in patients’ conditions
caused by treatment), but in the time variation of organizational processes through which
health care services are delivered to patients. Inter-hospital patient referral is one such
process (Lomi et al., 2014). Adopting the distinction introduced by Borgatti and Halgin
(2011), the modeling framework that we propose in this paper is inspired by “theories of
networks” and not by “network theories.” As such the models we estimate are designed
to predict relational outcomes. The outcome of interest in our study is the probability
of observing a single patient referral event connecting a sender and receiving hospital.
This probability is modeled as conditional on the entire sequence of observed past events.
Departing from prior studies, the focus of our analysis is neither on events linking pa-
tients to hospitals (i.e., patient choice), nor patient-level outcomes (e.g., health conditions
following treatment). An extensive medical literature is available that deals with these
specific issues. Our focus is on the dynamics of interorganizational relations reconstructed
in terms of sequences of events linking hospitals through patient referrals. The study clar-
ifies how the effect of some of the main social mechanisms underlying the dynamics of
interorganizational networks affect relational activities in a way that is contingent on their
timing.
3
2 Background
2.1 Network mechanisms and network times in the analysis of
interorganizational relations
Interorganizational relations affect a variety of individual, organizational and field-level
outcomes (Baker and Faulkner, 2002; DiMaggio, 1991; Galaskiewicz, 1985; Gulati and
Gargiulo, 1999). Understanding how interorganizational relations change over time is
important because such changes reveal, but at the same time promote, processes of large-
scale historical, institutional and social transformation (Lomi et al., 2008; Padgett and
Powell, 2012; Pescosolido and Rubin, 2000; Stark and Vedres, 2006).
Building on a longstanding tradition in the network analysis of interorganizational
relations (Laumann et al., 1978; Laumann and Marsden, 1982), more recent research
has emphasized the role that social mechanisms play in the reproduction and change
of interorganizational networks (Lomi and Pattison, 2006; Powell et al., 2005; Stadtfeld
et al., 2016).
Following recent advances in statistical models for social networks (Robins et al.,
2009; Newman, 2001), much current empirical research reconstructs change in interorga-
nizational relations in terms of two general classes of relational mechanisms (Baum et al.,
2003; Davis et al., 2003; Kogut and Walker, 2001; Powell et al., 2005; Rosenkopf and
Padula, 2008; Uzzi, 2008). The first class of mechanisms regulates direct connectivity –
the propensity of organizations to choose and be chosen as partners. The second regu-
lates closure, or path-shortening behavior – the tendency of organizations connected to
the same partners to become directly connected.
In directed interorganizational systems, micro-mechanisms associated with change in
connectivity include: (i) Preferential attachment (activity and popularity); (ii) reciprocity;
(iii) inertia, and (iv) various forms of assortativity (Powell et al., 2005). Mechanisms
that regulate closure involve (v) various forms of path-shortening behavior whereby the
presence of indirect connections between two organizations makes them more likely to
become directly connected (Lomi and Pallotti, 2013; Uzzi, 1997).
In directed interorganizational systems, activity (the tendency of organizations to
establish relations with partners) and popularity (the tendency of organizations to be
selected as partners) are aspects of preferential attachment – the preferential tendency of
organizations that are central (in a “degree” sense) to become even more central (Stuart,
1998; Stuart and Yim, 2010). As a consequence of preferential attachment, network nodes
accumulate new edges as a function of edges they already have (Newman, 2001). For this
reason, in empirical research on interorganizational relations, preferential attachment is
interpreted as a process that provides an ”accumulative advantage” resulting in differential
centrality, or ‘“prominence” within organizational fields (Powell et al., 2005; Rosenkopf
and Padula, 2008).
Evidence of reciprocity, the tendency of social relations towards symmetry, is sim-
ilarly common in empirical studies of interorganizational networks (Kitts et al., 2017).
Reciprocity is frequently interpreted as a consequence of individual attempts to reduce
or avoid uncertainty by establishing mutual obligations, expectations, and control (Cole-
man, 1988; Laumann and Marsden, 1982; Uzzi, 1997). Reciprocity is also associated with
stability in interorganizational relations as non-reciprocated relations have an inherent
tendency to become reciprocated or to dissolve (Rivera et al., 2010).
Inertia refers to the tendency of ties between partner organizations to persist, or
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relational events connecting a sender and a receiver organizations to be more likely if an
event in the same direction occurred in the past (Vu et al., 2017). In empirical studies,
inertia in interorganizational relations is frequently interpreted as a precondition for the
development of trust between partners (Gulati and Nickerson, 2008). Similarly common
is the link between relational inertia and the so called principle of exclusivity, according
to which organizations respond to uncertainty by reinforcing collaboration with known
partners (Podolny, 1994). Persistency of network ties, or in patterns of repeated events
is one of the core feature of social networks, and indeed of relational social systems more
generally (Freeman et al., 1987).
Assortativity refers to the preferential tendency of network nodes to develop relations
on the basis of similarity or dissimilarity in their degree (Snijders et al., 2010) or level of
activity (Vu et al., 2017). Relational systems in which connections are more likely between
nodes with similar degree are called assortative. Relational systems are disassortative
if the opposite happens, i.e., if association is more likely between organizations with
different number of partners (Newman, 2002), or different levels of activity (Lomi et al.,
2014). Interorganizational networks have been occasionally found to be disassortative
(Zhao et al., 2010). Other studies report evidence of assortative mixing (Stadtfeld et al.,
2016). The empirical variability in patterns of assortative mixing observed empirically
is often due to difference in patterns of interorganizational differentiation and division of
labor and other institutional arrangements (Hollway et al., 2017).
The second class of mechanisms that have been shown to affect the structure of in-
terorganizational systems includes forms of closure, or path-shortening behavior under-
lying the tendency of organizations separated by one or more intermediaries to become
directly connected (Kogut and Walker, 2001; Uzzi, 1997). In directed interorganizational
systems closure has a number of antecedent configurations and component elements that
may be specified and estimated empirically (Laumann and Marsden, 1982; Lomi and Pal-
lotti, 2013; Robins et al., 2009). In consequence, closure in directed interorganizational
systems may be produced by a variety of mechanisms, including transitivity, generalized
exchange and different local forms of structural equivalence (Block, 2015; Lomi and Pal-
lotti, 2013; Robins et al., 2009). Tendencies toward closure may be conceptualized in a
similar way when relations are reconstructed in terms of events connecting sending and
receiver organizations, or volume of activity flowing between them (Vu et al., 2017).
The concatenation of connectivity and closure mechanisms has been repeatedly shown
to be capable of producing and reproducing the empirical regularities that are commonly
observed in interorganizational fields (Baum et al., 2003; Powell et al., 2005; Sorenson
and Stuart, 2008). However, questions about the stability of these mechanisms in interor-
ganizational relations have been posed only recently, and have typically been restricted
to the dynamics of reciprocity (Kitts et al., 2017). In the typical empirical study, issues
of time scales at which network mechanisms operate are generally ignored by aggregating
observed relations into convenient, but otherwise arbitrary, time periods. With few partial
exceptions (Ingram and Morris, 2007), mechanisms of network change have been implic-
itly assumed to operate uniformly over time, i.e., to affect interorganizational systems in
the same way at different points in time1.
This assumption seems at odds with recurrent evidence of time-specific variations in
“network times” (Stark and Vedres, 2006), internal “rhythms” of relational processes
1Existing statistical tests have been designed to reveal the presence of time heterogeneity in network
effects (Lospinoso et al., 2011). But such tests tell little about the form that time heterogeneity may take
– i.e., how the effect of relational mechanisms on network change vary systematically over time.
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(Golder et al., 2007), and cycles in the life of individuals and organizations (Golder
and Macy, 2011; Zerubavel, 1979). Increasingly, empirical studies document the time-
specificity of events underlying the flow of organizational activities (Butts et al., 2007;
DuBois et al., 2013; Kitts et al., 2017; Lerner and Lomi, 2017; Marcum et al., 2012).
As classic theories of organizations have long recognized (Cohen et al., 1972), patterns
of time-specificity are produced by the sequential constraints that shape both intra- as
well as interorganizational relations (Abbott, 1990; Chase, 1982; White, 1970). Examples
of sequential constraints are well illustrated by the most common relational mechanisms
such, for example, reciprocation: a directed event connecting a sendere and a receiver
node must have occurred at a prior time, if a current event in the opposite direction is
to generate reciprocation. A similar argument holds for more complex events involving
path-shortening behavior: in order for an event connecting a sender and a receiver node
to generate closure, other events must have happened before that have established a two-
path-like structure between the same two nodes. This argument extends directly to more
complex mechanisms, i.e., mechanisms based on more complex precursor event-sequences.
Under conditions of time-specificity and sequential constraints, models that “detach
cases from the network of other cases and prior times” (Abbott, 1995, p.94) are clearly
inadequate. This mixture of empirical evidence and theoretical considerations suggests
that there may be some value in testing the pervasive, but typically implicit assumption
that network effects arising from sequences of relational events operate independently of
the timing of the events that they supposedly produce.
2.2 Empirical setting: Calendar effects and time-specific out-
comes within and between health care organizations
In the empirical part of the paper, we address issues of time-specificity and sequential
constraints in network effects in the context of health care – a field where the fine-grained
timing of organized activities is intimately and delicately linked to their outcomes. Extant
research typically explains the existence of this link in terms of the fact that reactions of
patients to treatment is highly sensitive to the timing of treatment itself. Both medical re-
search, as well as clinical practice demonstrate that: “The consequences of adverse events
cannot always be offset by working harder on subsequent days (...) If the patient dies on
the weekend, no heroics on Monday will suffice” (Redelmeier and Bell, 2007, p. 1164). In
this sense, the time moments over which care processes unfold cannot, in general, be per-
muted without consequences. In spite of general agreement on this view, time-specificity
is a pervasive feature of health care organizations. While in our analysis we are not
concerned with clinical outcomes, available studies on the time-specific consequences of
clinical practices invites careful analysis of time-variability in health care delivery pro-
cesses such as, for example, interhospital patient referral – the specific relational process
that we examine in this paper.
One aspect of the time-specificity in health care outcomes is revealed by the so called
“weekend effect,” a general label used to summarize the statistical association between
the day in which patients are admitted in hospitals, the quality of care they receive, and
the clinical outcomes that they eventually experience (Bell and Redelmeier, 2001; Cram
et al., 2004).
For example, weekend admissions have been found to be associated with a signifi-
cantly higher mortality than regular weekday admissions for a wide variety of pathologies
including, among others, myocardial infarction (Becker, 2007; Martin et al., 2017), stroke
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(Saposnik et al., 2007; Hoh et al., 2010; Palmer et al., 2012), prostate cancer (Schmid
et al., 2015), and gastrointestinal hemorrhage (Ananthakrishnan et al., 2009). Higher
rates of mortality are also observed for patients admitted during holidays and other “spe-
cial” periods (Berger et al., 2008; Jneid et al., 2008).
Time-specific variation in outcomes is not restricted to “weekend effects.” Barnett
et al. (2002, p. 530) found that “adjusted odds of death were higher (P<0.001) for
patients admitted on Monday (OR 1.09) or Friday (OR 1.08).” Forms of “calendar effects”
operating on a weekly basis seem to affect other important dimensions of health services
delivery such as appropriateness and efficiency of care, readmission rates (Becker, 2007),
and length of hospital stay (Barnett et al., 2002). This body of evidence suggests that
outcomes of health care services are characterized by significant and widespread “calendar
effects” (Thaler, 1987a,b) determining a variety of time-specific patient outcomes. In
general, empirical studies report that calendar effects in health care unfold on a day-
of-the-week basis. Available evidence of hour-of-the day variation in outcomes is less
consistent (Jneid et al., 2008).
Despite the solid evidence of “day-of-the-week” variation, available studies concentrate
almost exclusively on health care outcomes measured at the patient level, rather than
health care processes defined at the organizational level. Partial exceptions are represented
by studies on patient handoffs within hospitals (Cohen and Hilligoss, 2010), and studies
on the time pattern of staffing of physicians in the restricted context of critical care
(Pronovost et al., 2002). Issues of timing figure prominently this research. However,
no studies are available about the time-specific variation of patient services involving
coordination between – rather than within – hospitals. In the empirical part of the study
we show for the first time that time-specific variation in health care delivery processes
also affects patterns of interhospital coordination which we reconstruct in terms of the
main relational dependencies that we have discussed in the prior section.
In the next section, we build on the main insights of this medical literature, to specify
and estimate statistical models that admit time-specific variations in health care delivery
process. Because we are interested in time-specific variation in relational mechanisms
rather than individual outcomes, in the analysis that follows we focus on structured se-
quences of interhospital referral events as a recognized example of health care process
characterized by significant relational components produced by coordination and collab-
oration between hospitals (Lomi et al., 2014; Veinot et al., 2012; Mascia et al., 2017).
3 Data, Models and Measurements
3.1 Data
The empirical context for our study involves collaborative patient referral relations be-
tween health care organizations within Abruzzo – a small region in central Italy with a
population of approximately 1.3 million people distributed over a territory covering ap-
proximately 4,200 square miles. Two hospitals are connected by a patient referral event
when a sender hospital refers a patient to a receiving hospital (Mascia et al., 2015; Vu
et al., 2017). Because patient referral typically requires a considerable level of coordi-
nation and communication between partner hospitals (Iwashyna, 2012), patient referral
events are reliable indicators of the presence of an underlying collaborative relation be-
tween the hospitals involved. Patient referral relations also represent a clear example of
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how hospitals may collaborate to improve the quality of care that they can deliver to
patients, and ensure better clinical outcomes (Lee et al., 2011; An et al., 2018). Success-
ful and effective patient referral relations depend directly on the information about the
patient exchanged between sender and receiver hospitals (Mascia and Di Vincenzo, 2011).
This kind of information may be highly sensitive, and for this reason the quality of the
relation between partner hospitals is of paramount importance (Lomi et al., 2014). Time-
specificity in patient referral relations is richly demonstrated by the extensive literature
on critical care (Iwashyna and Courey, 2011) – where the timing of patient transfer has
direct implications for the survival of patients being transferred (Cooke et al., 2011).
The relational event data we analyze in the empirical part of the paper were made
available by the regional Agency of Public Health, an agency whose institutional mandate
is to collect and manage patient discharge data for assessing regional hospitals’ activities
and performance. The data consists of 8,363 referral events connecting all the 35 hospitals
located in the Italian region Abruzzo over a period of seven years from 01.01.2005 to
31.12.2011. During the observation period 5 hospitals were closed and thus dropped out
of the study. Information on their specific closure dates was available and allowed us to
define an accurate risk set for the events.
Each referral event was associated with the date it occurred (precise to the day), the
name of the hospital referring the patient (sender), and the name of the target hospital
admitting the referred patient (receiver). An increasing number of referral events per day
was observed during the sample period, as indicated by the time series of inter-hospital
patient referral events depicted in Figure 1a. The daily number of referral events ranged
between 1 and 18 with a mean of 3.67 (s.d. 2.31).
Figure 1b aggregates the events over the entire sample period into network ties and
plots the resulting relations among the hospitals in the region. The location of the hospi-
tals is assigned on the basis of geographical coordinates. The width of the network ties is
proportional to the number of patient flowing from a sending to a receiving hospital (rang-
ing between 0 and 595 transfers). The width and the height of the nodes are respectively
proportional to the number of the outgoing (ranging between 3 and 1528) and incoming
(ranging between 0 and 1586) events. The picture shows that transfers between hospitals
geographically close were more frequent than transfers between hospitals far apart, albeit
two thick and long-distance ties connect the hospitals located in the left lower part of
the picture to the hospitals located in the right upper part. Moreover, some hospitals
were more likely to receive than send referral events. With a few exceptions, the receiving
hospitals were those with a larger size (measured by the number of beds) and a higher
number of specialties.
Table 1 and Figure 2 show the frequency distribution of the referral events aggregated
by day of the week. Although patient referral events may – in principle – occur at any
time and in any day of the week, patient referral events during weekends (27% of all the
transfer events) tended to be fewer than during regular weekdays (83% of all the transfer
events). The frequency of patient referrals was higher during the first four days of the
week and then decreased from Friday on. The same trend held for the mean and median
of the number of referral events per day of the week, but not for the maximum.
Daily differences were also evident when looking at the networks represented in Fig-
ure 3. These networks were obtained by aggregating the interhospital patient referral
events over the entire sample period by day of the week. In analogy with Figure 1b,
the width of a link is proportional to the number of referral events from the sending to
the receiving hospital (range: 0 - 144). The number of connected dyads in the networks
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Figure 1: a) Time series of (daily) patient referral events b) Aggregate interorganizational
network.
Day Count % Max Median Mean s.d.
Monday 1460 17.4 18 4 4.23 2.48
Tuesday 1403 16.8 11 4 4.04 2.24
Wednesday 1470 17.6 14 4 4.29 2.51
Thursday 1387 16.6 12 4 4.03 2.32
Friday 1254 15.0 14 3 3.73 2.16
Saturday 1001 12.0 11 3 3.12 1.89
Sunday 388 4.6 7 1 1.61 0.90
All week 8363 100 18 3 3.62 2.31
Table 1: Number of the referral events by day of the week and in total.
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Figure 2: Boxplot of the referral events by day of the week.
Variable Description Type Range Mean s.d.
Local health unit (LHU) Membership of single hospitals to
the different administrative units
in which the region is partitioned
Nominal 1–6 - -
Distance (geo.dist) Geographical distance
(Kilometers)
Continuous 2–146 69.0 28.8
Hospital size (n.beds) Total number of staffed beds Continuous [20–661] 155.4 138.6
Occupancy rate (occ.rate) Proportion of bed occupied Continuous [5–217] 74.5 23.9
Table 2: Description of the covariates.
range between 78 (Sunday) and 126 (Tuesday). The structure of the networks varies
on a daily basis due to variations in both the magnitude and the direction of the event
flows. Common patterns are visible, however. In the networks aggregating referral events
happening on Tuesday and Saturday (Figure 3b and Figure 3f), patient transfers between
more distant hospitals seem to be more common than in the networks obtained by ag-
gregating referral events happening on the other days of the week. Furthermore, in the
networks referring to Wednesday, Thursday and, partially, Friday (Figure 3c, Figure 3d
and Figure 3e), the ties concentrate in the center and in the right area of the maps (East).
Additional information was collected over and above the time series of referral events:
the administrative units which a hospital belongs to, the geographical distance in kilo-
meters between hospitals, the number of beds measuring the size of a hospital, and the
mean occupancy rate. All the variables but the distance among hospitals, are monadic
and time-varying due to administrative changes. Table 2 provides a summary of the
covariates that are included in the model we use in the empirical part of the paper.
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(a) Monday (b) Tuesday
(c) Wednesday (d) Thursday
(e) Friday (f) Saturday
(g) Sunday
Figure 3: Aggregate interorganizational network by day of the week.
3.2 Model
The model we outline in this section provides an analytical framework for analyzing time-
ordered sequence of relational events, i.e., series of exact times at which interactions among
our units (organizations) were observed. While most of the statistical models developed
in the past thirty years have focused on the analysis of cross-sectional and panel network
data, in the past decade or so much effort has been devoted to the formulation of models
for analyzing event networks. Models drawing on event history analysis (Butts, 2008;
Brandes et al., 2009), event-based actor-oriented models (Stadtfeld, 2012), and point-
process models for social interaction data (Vu et al., 2011; Perry and Wolfe, 2013) have
been proposed. Compared to previous approaches based on the aggregation of network
events across time, these models allow to fully represent the temporal variation of the
relational events at the same granularity level of the observed time-stamped data.
In the empirical part of the paper we adopt the relational event model originally
proposed by Vu et al. (2011) and Vu (2012) and recently summarized in Vu et al. (2017).
The model has been recently adopted in empirical studies by Vu et al. (2015) and Lomi
et al. (2014). We apply this model to analyze the sequence of referral events, and to show
how the mechanisms regulating the network sequencing operate differently over time.
As already mentioned in Section 2.1, we are interested in the systematic variation of
the effects of relational mechanisms over the regular days of the week, rather than in the
variation of the effects of relational mechanisms over a long observation period (Lospinoso
et al., 2011).
In the next sections, we define the model based on the empirical setting introduced in
the previous paragraph, but a more general description can be obtained by replacing the
words “hospitals”and “referral events”, by “entities” and “relational events”, respectively.
3.2.1 Model definition
The model assumes that the observed sequence of network events is a realization of a
marked temporal point process, a stochastic process whose realization is an ordered set
of points representing the time of an event (Jacobsen, 2006). Marked temporal point
processes are an extension of temporal point processes allowing to account for marks –
additional information collected along with each event point.
In our setting, an event is a patient referral from hospital i to hospital j. We denote
by te the time at which a referral event e occurred, and by je the mark of the event, which
is the receiving hospital of the referral event e.
Let V = {1, . . . , n} be the set of hospitals in the network. Given an ordered pair of
hospitals (i, j), i, j ∈ V , we denote by Ei = {(te, je), te ∈ R+, je ∈ Ri(te), e ∈ V} the
series of referral events initiated by the hospital i ∈ V , where Ri(te) is the set of the
hospitals that are “at risk” of receiving the referral event e from hospital i at time te.
Hereafter, we refer to this set as the risk set at time te. Let Nij(t) be the number of
referral events from i to j up to time t and Ht− the history of all events happening right
before t.
The marked point process is modeled by the conditional intensity function defined as
λi(t, j|Ht−) = λi(t|Ht−)× pi(j|Ht−)× I{i,j ∈Rij(t)} (1)
where λi(t|Ht−) is the ground intensity function, modeling the time at which hospital i
initiates a referral event, pi(j|Ht−) is the mark distribution, modeling the probability that
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the receiving hospital is the hospital j, and I{i,j ∈Rij(t)} is an indicator function taking value
1 if a referral event between the hospitals i and j can happen at time t, and 0 otherwise.
This term has been introduced in the model to account for changing in composition of
the node set which in our empirical study is due to the closure of some hospitals during
the observation period.
The formulation of the model in (1), indicates that, in line with other approaches
(Stadtfeld, 2012; Perry and Wolfe, 2013; Stadtfeld and Block, 2017), the proposed model
is a two-step process. The first step, accounts for the rate at which hospitals initiate
referral events, whereas the second step determines the receiving hospitals of the referral
events.
The ground intensity function accounts for time-varying event rates among the hospi-
tals and is defined as a conditional proportional hazard model:
λi(t|Ht−) = λ0(t) exp[θ′s(t, i)]× I{i ∈Rij(t)} (2)
where λ0(t) is the baseline rate, assumed to have a non-parametric form, s(t, i) ∈ Rk is a
vector of statistics, and θ ∈ Rk is a vector of parameters.
The conditional probability modeling the mark distribution is defined as a conditional
multinomial probability model
pi(j|Ht−) = exp (β
′s(t, i, j))∑
h ∈Ri(t)
exp [β′s(t, i, h)]
(3)
where s(t, i, j) ∈ Rk is a vector of statistics and β ∈ Rk is a vector of parameters.
One intuitive interpretation of the probabilities in (3) derives from rational choice theory
(Train, 2009) and random utility models (McFadden, 1973), which aim at explaining how
decision makers choose among a set of alternatives. According to these approaches, the
second step of the process can be interpreted as the decision of hospital i to choose the
hospital j as the receiver of the referral event on the basis of the linear function β′s(t, i, j).
Therefore, when this interpretation is adopted, the considered model can also be regarded
as an event-based actor-oriented model.
3.2.2 Statistics
Following a long-standing tradition in network modeling, the statistics for relational event
models are defined as counts of local configurations representing the micro-mechanisms
that might have operated in a certain network. Compared to the statistics used in other
models for network sequencing (Butts, 2008; Stadtfeld, 2012; Stadtfeld and Block, 2017),
the mathematical formulation of the statistics s(t, i) and s(t, i, j) allows accounting for
temporal dependencies among all the past referral events. In the computation of the
statics, a weight is indeed associated to each past event using a decay function f
(
t, T eij, α
)
,
where t is the time at which the current event is taking place and T eij is the time at which
an event between hospitals i and j occurred.
In its simplest formulation, it is assumed that the temporal relevance of an event
decreases according to a power law distribution
(
i.e., f
(
t, T eij, α
)
= (t − T eij)−α), albeit
other specifications might be used. The decay parameter α ≥ 0 is a free parameter that
needs to be adjusted to make the model fit the data optimally. When α equals 0, all the
past events contribute equally to the computation of the statistics. When α > 0, past
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events close in time to the current event are more relevant. In general, the larger the value
of α, the lower the contribution of past referral events to the value of the statistics. In
the extreme case (e.g., α ≥ 10), the contribution of past events tend to 0 and only events
happening a few days before contribute to the statistics. One of the consequences of this
extreme situation is that only mechanisms completed in a short time interval would be
significant and therefore a simpler model specification (based, for instance, on unweighted
statistics, persistence and reciprocation) could be used. The procedure to find the optimal
value of this parameter has been described in Vu et al. (2017). We briefly summarized
this procedure in the supplementary material where we also illustrate how we determined
the value of α for our empirical case.
In Section 2.1 we described micro-mechanisms associated with changes in interorgani-
zational relations. In the following, we introduce the statistics by grouping them together
by the micro-mechanisms they represent. Their graphical representation and mathemat-
ical formulation, as well as the role they play in the model specification (i.e., whether
a statistic is used to specify the ground intensity function or the mark distribution) are
shown in Table 3.
In the context of our sample, preferential attachment refers to the tendency of hospi-
tals to establish relations with partners, or to be selected as partners. Several statistics
have been considered to model this micro-mechanism: the out-degree and the out-intensity
statistics, for modeling activity, and the in-degree and the in-intensity statistics for mod-
eling popularity. The out-degree and the out-intensity statistics model the activity of
hospitals in initiating a patient transfer and therefore are part of the specification of the
ground intensity function. They are both defined as a function of the out-degree of a
hospital i – i.e., the number of i’s partner hospitals. While the out-degree is a simple
sum of the receiving hospitals of the referral events initiated by i, the out-intensity is a
weighted sum of the receiving hospitals, where the weights account for both the number of
events between hospital i and any other receiving hospital j, and the temporal relevance
of these events. A similar distinction is made between the in-degree and the in-intensity
statistics, which are both functions of the in-degree of the partner hospitals of i. Since
those statistics model the likelihood of hospital i to transfer patients to a hospital j re-
ceiving patients from many other hospitals or receiving many patients, they are used in
the specification of the mark distribution.
The second micro-mechanism we considered is reciprocation, the tendency of social
relations towards symmetry. The corresponding statistic, hereafter referred to as recipro-
cation, is computed as a sum of the referral events from hospital j to hospital i weighted
by their time-relevance. The reciprocation statistic explains the probability that a refer-
ral event from hospital i to hospital j occurs based on the existence of previous patient
transfers from hospital j to hospital i. Therefore, this statistic concerns the specification
of the mark distribution.
The third micro-mechanism we introduced is inertia which refers to the tendency of
ties between partner organizations to persist, or relational events connecting a sender and
a receiver organizations to be more likely if an event in the same direction occurred in the
past. A set of dyadic statistics are considered in the model specification. The first statistic
is named persistence and counts the number of events within the ordered pair of hospitals
(i, j) weighted by their time-relevance. This statistic models the probability that a referral
event from hospital i is received by hospital j given the presence of previous referral events
in the same direction and thus appears in the specification of the mark distribution.
Other two statistics that are used to model inertia are the recent sending and the recent
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receiving statistics, respectively used to specify the ground intensity function and the
mark distribution. The recent sending statistic accounts for the time lag between the
last referral event and the current referral event, both initiated by hospital i. Therefore,
it is defined as the time elapsed between two consecutive patient transfers from hospital
i to any other hospital j. The recent receiving statistic is similar to the recent sending
statistic but refers to the receiving hospital j. It is defined as the time lag between two
events from any hospital to the same receiving hospital j.
Assortativity, referring to the preferential tendency of hospitals to develop relations
on the basis of similarity or dissimilarity in their degree, is modeled by the assortativity
by degree and the assortativity by intensity. These statistics measure whether there is
correlation between the out-degree of the sending hospital and the in-degree of the re-
ceiving hospital and between the out-intensity of the sending hospital and the in-intensity
of the receiving hospital, respectively. Thus, those statistics are defined as interactions
between out-degree and in-degree, and out-intensity and in-intensity. They are used in
the specification of the mark distribution.
The last micro-mechanism we described is closure (or path-shortening) and relates
to the tendency of hospitals separated by one or more intermediaries to become directly
connected. Several statistics are defined and concern the specification of the mark dis-
tribution. The transitive closure statistic explains the likelihood of a referral event from
hospital i to hospital j, which is also a receiving hospital of i’s partner hospitals. This
statistic is computed as a function of the number of two-paths, from i to h and from h
to j, that are closed by the relation between i and j. To account for the amount and
the temporal relevance of the ties in the two-path, the harmonic mean of the weights of
the relational events between hospitals i and h and hospitals j and h is considered and
aggregated over time. The cyclic closure statistics is defined in a similar way, but here
the two-path is determined by the referral events from j to h and from h to i.
In the model we present in the empirical part of the paper, we also controlled for
exogenous covariates depending on monadic and dyadic attributes of the hospitals. In
particular, in the specification of the ground intensity function, we included the comple-
mentarity statistic modeling differences in referral rates depending on whether the sending
hospital has the specialty required to treat the patient who is transferred to another hos-
pital. For the mark distribution, we controlled for the size and the occupancy rate flows
of the receiving hospitals by means of a monadic attribute statistic. This statistic models
the likelihood of referral events to be directed to hospitals having a certain characteristic.
We also controlled for homophily with respect to the local health unit a hospital belongs
to by way of the matching statistic, a binary variable taking value 1 if the hospitals are
located in the same LHU and 0 otherwise. Finally, we controlled for the geographical
distance through the dyadic attribute statistic taking the value of the distance between
two hospitals. These last two statistics model the likelihood of referral events to happen
between hospitals in the same LHU and being close to each other, respectively.
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Micro-
mechanism
Statistic Representation Mathematical
formulation
Model
specification
Preferential
attachment
Out-degree
i ∑
j 6=i
I[Nij(t) > 0] Ground intensity
function
Out-intensity
i
∑
j 6=i
Nij(t)∑
e=1
f(t,T eij ,α)∑
j 6=i
I[Nij(t)>0] Ground intensity
function
In-degree
j ∑
k 6=j
I[Nkj(t) > 0] Mark distribution
In-intensity
j ∑
k 6=j
Nkj(t)∑
e=1
f(t,T ekj ,α)∑
k 6=j
I[Nkj(t)>0] Mark distribution
Reciprocity Reciprocation i j
Nij(t
−)∑
e=1
f
(
t, T eji, α
)
Mark distribution
Inertia Percistence i j
Nij(t
−)∑
e=1
f
(
t, T eij , α
)
Mark distribution
Recent sending
i i
time in between
t−max
e∈Ei
te Ground intensity
function
Recent receiving
j j
time in between
t− max
e∈Ei
te Mark distribution
Assortativity Assortativity by
degree
i j
out-degree (t, i)×
in-degree (t, j)
Mark distribution
Assortativity by
intensity
i j
out-intensity (t, i)×
in-intensity (t, j)
Mark distribution
Closure Transitive closure
i j
h ∑
h 6=i,j
g(w(t, i, h), w(t, h, j)) Mark distribution
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Cyclic closure
i j
h ∑
h 6=i,j
g(w(t, h, i), w(t, j, h)) Mark distribution
Controlling
for exogenous
covariates
Monadic attribute j c(t, j) Mark distribution
Complementarity i I{c(t,i) 6=c(t,j)} Ground intensity
function
Matching i j I{(t,i)=c(t,j)} Mark distribution
Dyadic attribute i j c(t, i, j) Mark distribution
Table 3: Statistics for the model specification applied in the empirical part of the paper. In
the formulas Nij(t) is the number of referral events from hospital i to hospital j by time t;
f
(
t, T eij , α
)
= (t−T eij)−α is the decay function accounting for the temporal relevance of previous
referral events; c is a covariate of the hospitals. The symbol I is an indicator function taking
value 1 if the condition between brackets is satisfied, and 0 otherwise.
3.2.3 Estimation and interpretation
Due to the separability property of the model and the non-parametric assumption on
the baseline rate λ0(t) in (2), the parameters are estimated by maximizing the partial
likelihood of the model (Jacobsen, 2006) defined as
PL(θ, β) = PL(θ)× L(β) (4)
where PL(θ) is the partial likelihood related to the ground intensity function and L(β) is
the likelihood related to the mark distribution. Since these two quantities depend either
on θ or on β, the parameter estimates are computed separately by maximizing the two
factors in (4).
In particular, the parameter θ in (2) is estimated by maximizing the partial likelihood
PL(θ) =
∏
e∈E
exp[θ′s(te, ie)]∏
i ∈Rij(te)
exp[θ′s(te, ie)]
(5)
where E is the sequence of events, and te and ie are the time and the sending hospital
of the event e, respectively. The form of the partial likelihood allows estimation of the
model parameters and the corresponding standard errors using a logistic regression model
conditional on the sequence of event E. This model is estimated on a data set where for
each event the outcome variable “initiating an event” takes value 1 for the hospital which
initiated that particular event and 0 for all the other hospitals, and the explanatory
variables are the statistics s(t, i) computed at the time of the considered event. The
standard errors associated to the estimates are then obtained by computing the inverse
of the Hessian matrix of the model. We remind to Perry and Wolfe (2013) and Vu et al.
(2017) for the proof and the details.
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The parameter β in (3) is the vector of parameters of a conditional multinomial logit
model. Therefore, it can be estimated by maximizing the likelihood
L(β) =
∏
e∈E
exp[β′s(te, ie, je)]∏
h ∈Ri(te)
exp [β′s(te, ie, h)]
(6)
This is done by generating a case-control data set of network statistics nested in the event
times – i.e., a data set containing the statistics s(te, ie, je) (cases) and s(te, ie, h), h ∈
Ri(te), h 6= je (controls). Then, the maximization is performed by using the same estima-
tion algorithms that are adopted to estimate conditional multinomial logistic regression
models and the standard errors associated to the estimates are obtained by computing
the inverse of the Hessian matrix of the model.
Although the ground intensity function and the mark distribution are formulated as a
conditional proportional hazard model and a conditional multinomial model, respectively,
the interpretation of the parameters is not straightforward. Due to the correlation among
the statistics, common measurements such as risk ratios and odds ratios have – at best – a
heuristic value rather than an intrinsic meaning. Therefore, the interpretation is based on
the significance and on the sign of the parameters: Positive values of a parameter indicate
that the likelihood of a referral event increases with the value of the corresponding static,
thereby providing evidence to the corresponding mechanism. For instance, a (significant
and) positive value associated to the parameter of the out-degree statistic indicates that
hospitals initiating more referral events are more prone to initiate a new referral event in
the future. Similarly, a (significant and) positive value of the parameter of the indegree
suggests that hospitals which have many sending hospitals partner are more likely to be
the receivers of future referral events.
4 Results
4.1 Overall period
To describe the dynamics of the network of referral events we estimated two models: i)
the null model (hereafter referred to as Model 0) including the recent sending and the
recent receiving effects, besides the effects accounting for dyadic and monadic covariates,
and ii) the full model (hereafter referred to as Model 1) including also the effects related
to the endogenous mechanisms. The estimates of those models are reported in Table 4.
The two models were compared using the Akaike Information Criterion with a correc-
tion for finite sample size (Sugiura, 1978; Vu et al., 2017), shortly AICc, defined as
AICc = −2 · log PL(θˆ) + 2 · p + 2 · (p + 1)(p + 2)|E| · p− p− 2
where PL(θˆ) is the partial likelihood in (5) attained at the maximum likelihood estimate
θˆ, p(= 17) is the number of parameters and |E| is the number of referral events. The
AICc index indicates that Model 1 has a better fit than Model 0, thereby suggesting that
the endogenous variables are important to explain the dynamics of the referral events.
The AICc was also used to determine the optimal value of the decay parameter α
assigning importance weights to past events. For values of α ranging from 0 to 1, we
computed the statistics and fitted the corresponding model. The optimal value of α was
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Figure 4: Power law decay function for the optimal value α = 0.6.
selected as the value leading to the best fitting model, i.e., the model wit the lowest
AICc. According to this procedure, the optimal value of α was fixed to 0.6 (see the
supplementary material for details). Figure 4 shows the decay of the importance of
events as a function of the time (in days) elapsed between a past event and the current
event given α = 0.6. The curve indicates that the weights decrease with time and, for
instance, referral events happening six weeks before the current event have a weight lower
than 0.1 in the computation of the statistics. Although these events play a minor role in
determining the probability of observing a future referral event compared to more recent
events, they are still relevant in the computation of the statistics. The computation of the
statistics based only on events that happened within six weeks before the current event
is not indeed a good approximation of the statistics computed on the entire sequence of
past events.
All the parameter estimates are significant. With the partial exception of cyclic clo-
sure (which is positive) and transitive closure (which is negative) all the estimates of the
network effects are consistent with results of prior studies of interorganizational networks.
We start by commenting on the results for the parameter estimates related to the statis-
tics modeling preferential attachment. The estimates of the out-degree and out-intensity
parameters are positive suggesting that hospitals initiating more referral events are more
likely to initiate a new referral event. Therefore, there is evidence for preferential attach-
ment in terms of the activity of the hospitals. Similarly, there is evidence for preferential
attachment based on popularity. In fact, both the parameters of the in-degree and the
in-intensity statistics are positive indicating that referral events are more likely to flow in
the direction of hospitals that are the receivers of referral events initiated by many other
hospitals or the receiver of many referral events.
We also found evidence for reciprocation. The positive value of the reciprocation
parameter suggests that referral events reciprocating past referral events are more likely
to be observed than events that are not part of sequences of reciprocated events.
Evidence of relational inertia is also suggested by the parameter estimates of the
corresponding statistics. The persistence parameter is positive indicating that referral
events within an ordered pair of hospitals are more likely when previous referral events
in the same direction took place before the current referral event. The negative value of
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the parameter of the last sending statistic shows that it is more likely that hospitals will
initiate a new referral event, given the recent initiation of a past event. In a similar way,
the negative value associated to the parameter of the recent receiving statistic indicates
that referral events are more likely to flow to recently receiving hospitals.
Concerning the assortativity mechanisms, we found that, on the one hand, there is
evidence against the assortativity by degree, and on the other hand, evidence for the assor-
tativity by intensity. Thus, referral events between hospitals with many receiving partners
and those with few sending partners are more likely, but referral events between hospitals
(recently) sending many patients and those (recently) receiving many patients are more
likely. This result suggests that out-degree and in-degree of the sending and receiving
hospitals correlate positively when the number and the temporal relevance of previous
events are considered and correlate negatively when they are ignored. The ability of
the model to distinguish between degree-based and volume-based effects reveals complex
mixing patterns that – to the best of our knowledge – have rarely been been examined to-
gether in studies of interorganizational relations. This happens because statistical models
developed for the analysis of tie variables are generally unable to incorporate information
about the weight of the edges. More conventional statistical models typically adopted in
the analysis of flows are unable to represent network dependencies.
Finally, the estimates related to the parameters of the closure statistics provide evi-
dence for cyclic closure, and against transitive closure. Jointly interpreted, the positive
parameter of the cyclic closure and the negative parameter of the transitive closure –
together with strong tendencies toward reciprocity – suggest that there is no hierarchical
ordering among the hospitals endogenously arising from exchange relations (Chase, 1974,
1980). Apparently, the collaborative nature of the relation that we have observed, and
the self-containment and limited size of the regional health care system that we have
examined provided favorable conditions for the emergence of generalized exchange, and
discouraged the formation of interorganizational hierarchies.
Focusing now on the control variables included in the model, we found that hospitals
with complementary clinical activities (or knowledge) are more likely to be connected
by referral events, as suggested by the positive value of the complementarity parameter.
Furthermore, referral events are more likely to be geographically bounded and to occur
between hospitals belonging to the same LHU as shown by the negative parameter of the
geographical distance and the positive parameter of the LHU membership, respectively.
The estimates for the hospital size and the occupancy rate parameters suggest that referral
events are more likely to flow to large and better-performing hospitals.
4.2 Daily variation
To investigate how the relevant network mechanisms might operate differently in different
days of the week two traditional statistical approaches may be used.
The first method consists in estimating separate models for the event and non-events
related to each day of the week, and then compare the estimated coefficients across the
models. This contrast is usually based on the magnitude (as well as odds ratios or risk
ratios) of the estimated coefficients and their confidence intervals, and, ideally, also on a
statistical test revealing which coefficients are significantly different. The second method
consists in estimating a model including interactions between the statistics and a set of
dummy variables for the days of the week (i.e., a set of binary variables taking value one
for a certain day of the week and 0 for all the others). Given this approach, significant
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Model 0 Model 1
Est. s.e. Est. s.e.
Preferential attachment
Out-degree 0.582∗∗∗ 0.013
Out-intensity 0.518∗∗∗ 0.010
In-degree 0.771∗∗∗ 0.061
In-intensity 0.220∗∗∗ 0.035
Reciprocity
Reciprocation 0.080∗∗∗ 0.014
Inertia
Persistence 0.273∗∗∗ 0.016
Last sending −7.802∗∗∗ 0.198 −2.042∗∗∗ 0.129
Recent receiving −4.888∗∗∗ 0.200 −2.460∗∗∗ 0.162
Assortativity
Assortativity by degree −0.718∗∗∗ 0.055
Assortativity by intensity 0.334∗∗∗ 0.040
Closure
Transitive closure −0.043∗∗∗ 0.017
Cyclic closure 0.097∗∗∗ 0.027
Exogenous attributes
Complementarity 0.015 0.013 0.196∗∗∗ 0.015
Number of beds 0.005∗∗∗ 0.000 0.001∗∗∗ 0.000
Occupancy rate flow 0.024 0.021 0.294∗∗∗ 0.027
Geographical distance −0.917∗∗∗ 0.025 −0.805∗∗∗ 0.028
LHU membership 0.893∗∗∗ 0.015 0.670∗∗∗ 0.017
AICc 51626.498 45536.459
∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05
Table 4: Model estimation for the referral events observed over the period 01.01.2005-
31.12.2011.
interactions indicate significant differences across groups. In general, those two methods
are equivalent when all the interactions between every statistic and the set of dummy
variables are included in the model.
An issue related to either approach and explored in the context of generalized linear
models, and in particular logit and probit models (Allison, 1999; Mood, 2010), concerns
the presence of unobserved heterogeneity varying across groups. This concerns stems
from the possibility that models across groups might not predict the response variable
equally well even if they are specified in terms of the same set of explanatory variables. If
that is the case, differences in the coefficients might suggest evidence of differences in the
effects of the explanatory variables, and differences in unobserved heterogeneity. Thus,
comparing the magnitude (as well as odds ratios or risk ratios) of the parameters and
confidence intervals might lead to the wrong conclusions.
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Several methods are available for comparing parameters of generalized linear models
across groups correcting for unobserved heterogeneity, but there is no consensus on which
one is the most appropriate approach (Mood, 2010). Furthermore, the validity of available
techniques might also be affected by the correlation among the statistics, which can be
quite high in the case of network statistics. For these reasons, in the following, we draw
conclusions only on the significance of the parameters.
Given the sequence of referral events observed between 2005 and 2011, we define the
sets of events and non-events related to each day of the week. Then, we estimate the full
model (Model 1 in Table 4) for each set and compare the estimated coefficients based
on their significance. It must be noted that the statistics are computed on the complete
sequence of events to account for the entire history of the process and the decay parameter
α was set to 0.6, since this was also the optimal value for all the daily models, but the
Sunday model, for which the optimal value was 0.7 (see the supplementary material).
Table 5 reports the models estimated on the stream of events for each day of the
week. This means that the statistics are computed for the entire sequence of events,
whereas the dependent variable is stratified according to the weekday. The estimated
coefficients of these models together with their 95% confidence intervals are depicted in
Figure 5 and Figure 6. In the figures, black bars suggest that the corresponding parameters
are significantly different from 0, red bars refers to parameters that are not significantly
different from 0. We can observe that the confidence intervals for the estimated coefficients
of the weekend models are usually larger than those of the models of the regular days.
This is due to the fact that, while the number of events happening during regular days
has more or less the same magnitude, a lower number of events took place during the
weekend, and especially on Sunday (see Table 1). For this reason, and since we know that
the dynamics of referral events operate differently during the weekend, we focus only on
differences in significance of the parameters during the regular days of the week.
Figure 5 reports the results for the parameters related to the network statistics. The
first row of the bar plot matrix refers to the estimated coefficients of the statistics modeling
preferential attachment. While there is not daily variation of the preferential attachment
mechanisms in terms of the activity of the hospitals, daily variation is observed for the
popularity, and more specifically, for the in-intensity parameter. The red bars indicate
that, on Monday and Wednesday, referral events are more likely to flow in the direction
of hospitals that are characterized by having a high number of sending partners rather
than having a high weighted number of events from sending partners.
The second row of the bar plot matrix shows the graphs for the reciprocity and the
inertia mechanisms. Reciprocity plays a role in the dynamic of the referral events taking
place on every regular day but Thursday. Thus, referral events reciprocating past referral
events are less likely to be observed on Thursday. We do not observe daily variation for
inertia mechanisms, both in terms of the tendency of ties between partner organizations
to persist, or relational events connecting a sender and a receiver organizations to be more
likely if an event in the same direction occurred in the past. Similarly, we did not observe
daily variation for the assortativity mechanisms as suggested by the first two graphs in
the last row of the bar plot matrix.
Finally, for the closure mechanisms we observed that, while there is no variation in
the transitive closure, the cyclic closure operates only on Thursday and Friday and it does
not play a role in the first three days of the week.
Figure 6 reports the comparison for the mechanisms related to the exogenous network
effects. Only the number of beds is affected by daily variation. In particular, the number
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of beds of the receiving hospitals does not affect the likelihood of referral events to larger
hospitals on Monday and Friday.
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Figure 5: Parameter values and corresponding 95% confidence interval by day of the week
for the network endogenous effects. Black bars indicate that the corresponding parameters are
significantly different from 0, and vice versa, red bars indicate that the corresponding parameters
are not significantly different from 0.
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Figure 6: Parameter values and corresponding 95% confidence interval by day of the week
for the network exogenous effects. Black bars indicate that the corresponding parameters are
significantly different from 0, and vice versa, red bars indicate that the corresponding parameters
are not significantly different from 0.
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4.3 Qualitative interpretation
The data collection was accompanied by a number of unstructured interviews and discus-
sion with key informants working in some of the organizations included in our sample,
and with health care professionals involved in clinical care in other hospitals as well.
During the last five years we have had the opportunity to interview several physicians
and clinician-managers, i.e., hospital physicians with managerial responsibilities, medical
doctors responsible for managing clinical units, hospital executives and policy makers.
As it is the case for airports, railways, and utility companies, hospitals are expected
to provide their services continuously (without interruption) and consistently (with no
variation in quality). In systems of public health care (like the one under discussion)
hospitals are also expected to provide health care services to any citizen in the same way
and at any time in line with basic principles of non-discrimination and universal care.
Time-specific variations in the supply of health care services are typically considered both
inevitable, as well as surprising. As the medical director of one of the hospitals in our
sample observed2:
“We typically look at hospitals as organizations that must be able to provide
24 hour services. Since we do not know when patients need help and require
care, hospitals must be in the conditions to deliver services continuously and
resources have to be allocated without any significant daily, weekly or seasonal
variation. Despite this common view, there are several constraints which affect
the temporal allocation of resources in hospitals.”
Despite agreement on the view of hospitals as organizations permanently “on call,”
informants generally acknowledged that temporal variations of treatment and organiza-
tional routines are common in their organizations. They identified several reasons for such
variation. Some of the reasons presented are exogenous, mainly related to constraints on
economic, technical, and human resources. One of the perceived causes was reduced hos-
pital staffing during weekends, resulting in lower levels of activity. For example, because
of the lack of administrative and logistic support, patients are not normally discharged or
transferred during the weekends. These resource-constraints provide a simple explanation
for time-specific variations in service during the weekend.
Informants and medical doctors we have interviewed agreed that resource constraints
clearly affect the decision of administrators to allocate human and operational resources
also over different days of the week. Because the bulk of activity occurs in weekdays,
capacity and resources are allocated to weekdays. However, decisions about resource
allocation are also affected by the legislative regulation of hospital shifts and workloads,
hence constraining staffing during the weekend. Several organizational practices and
routines may also explain temporal variations. For example, surgery rooms are typically
used in weekdays and only residual capacity can be allocated to weekends. Other clinical
routines and behaviors seem to be affected by the weekend effect. In the words of one of
our informants – a senior clinician in one of the largest hospitals in our sample:
“The joint effect of budget constraints and fixed labor contracts is that hos-
pital day-by-day activities are not constant and unmodifiable, but are rather
subject to weekly and seasonal variations. Resource allocation waxes and
2All the excerpts from interviews reported in the text have been translated by the authors from Italian
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wanes over the week. Overcapacity typically occurs on Saturdays and Sun-
days. Saturation is instead observed typically on the two weekdays mostly
affected by the interruption of hospital activities during the weekends, i.e.
Mondays and Fridays. Such variations unfortunately reverberate their effects
on the normal sequence of hospitals activities and routines, such as coordina-
tion and integration across physicians. An intense activity of communication
and integration is required to ensure continuity of care among providers in the
context of patient sharing, for example. The exchange of information perti-
nent to patient care seems to be differently exchanged when “on call” doctors
are involved in patient sharing with other physicians. We often observe more
conflicts, duplication of tests along with several unnecessary exams prescribed.
But probably the major problem we all see is related to the continuity of care,
which is somehow compromised by the less active participation that we ob-
serve in knowledge sharing efforts involving “on call” doctor and the physician
who will then take responsibility of shared clinical cases.”
Our fieldwork also suggests that during weekends the reduced availability of personnel
in biological testing services and radiology units is likely to affect clinical activities, caus-
ing delays in the implementation of care, and reducing treatment possibilities normally
available to physicians during regular days of the week. These problems become even more
important in the case of patient referrals, when physicians working in different hospitals
have to exchange complex information about patients across organizational boundaries –
i.e, under conditions of partial information about what partners might consider feasible.
In other words, there is reason to believe that the time variability of clinical activities
within hospitals likely extends to other coordination processes regulating inter-hospital
patient transfers. Our informants observed that time-specific variations in outcomes and
practices also affect hospital operations in other “special dates” like, for example, official
holiday periods or local festivities. Unfortunately, no formal recognition of time variabil-
ity is incorporated in clinical protocols and guidelines, despite informants acknowledging
that for hospital patients some days may indeed be better than others.
5 Discussion and conclusions
5.1 Discussion
The estimates reported in the prior section clearly reveal the presence of daily variation
in the effects of relational mechanisms on the the probability of observing patient referral
events between hospitals. This statistical regularity begets three main questions: Is this
result believable given the empirical context of the study? Why does this happen? And,
finally, how does it matter? Our extensive fieldwork experience suggests potential answers
to these questions that statistical estimates help to frame, but cannot fully address.
Are the statistical results of the study believable? As we have discussed, calendar
effects in health care have been extensively documented. Empirical studies have concen-
trated almost exclusively on time-specific variations in clinical outcomes (Kostis et al.,
2007), and only occasionally in organizational processes (Hilligoss and Cohen, 2013). Ex-
tant research has focused mainly on the well-documented, and easily predictable “weekend
effect” (Sharp et al., 2013). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that re-
veals the presence of a general time-specific variation in patterns of relational coordination
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in the delivery of health-care services involving multiple providers. While the subjects we
interviewed were not surprised to learn about time specific-variation – and in fact winked
at the notion of “weekend effect” – they were also at a loss when asked to provide a general
explanation for day-to-day variations. While this is not an objective of our study, we sus-
pect that future research on time-specific variation in relational mechanisms will develop
hypotheses about the factors that may affect synchronization of work processes across
the boundaries of potentially competing organizations (Brailly, 2016; Lomi and Pallotti,
2012). We think our study could inspire a variety of hypotheses about how institutional,
organizational and geographical contingencies intersect to affect time-specific variations in
patterns of relational coordination within spatially bounded organizational communities
(Bathelt and Glu¨ckler, 2003). Hypotheses could be derived about the kind of network
effects that may be more or less sensitive to time-specific variation under conditions of
uncertainty in the selection of partners. A recent study by Bianchi (2017) illustrates how
such hypotheses could be developed and tested given appropriate relational event data.
Which brings us to the second question orienting our discussion. What are the likely
causes of time-specific variation in the effect of relational mechanisms on interorganiza-
tional collaboration? Our fieldwork suggests the general hypothesis that the time-specific
variations in relational mechanisms revealed by statistical analysis may be one outcome
of temporal variation in patterns of resource availability within and between organiza-
tions. Consistent with results of extant research (Schilling et al., 2010), our informants
indicated variable resource constraints as the main cause of time-dependent variation not
only in quality of clinical outcomes, but also in the capacity of hospitals to maintain a
constant level of service. Commonly cited factors included the reduced availability of
operating rooms, biological testing laboratories, radiology units, and – to some extent –
medical doctors and support staff during holidays and weekends (Needleman et al., 2002).
Obviously, our informants tended to provide explanations based on their own experience
which was typically specific to their own organization. At the community level, these in-
dividual arguments suggest that time-specific variations in mechanisms of organizational
bonding may be due to difficulties that individual organizations experience in their at-
tempt to control and stabilize the allocation of their internal resources – a conclusion that
invites hypotheses on the active role of management in organizational resource allocation
decisions.
A second, and equally credible set of conjectures about the possible causes of time-
specific variation in the effect of relational mechanisms on collaboration across organiza-
tional boundaries concerns the presence of information asymmetry between the partners.
As Hilligoss and Cohen (2013, p. 58) observed in the case of between-unit (within hos-
pital) patient handoffs: “because routines, workloads, capacities, shift schedules, and
temporal rhythms can differ significantly from one unit to the next, staff in one unit
may be unaware of the current state of another unit.” Difficulties in synchronizing work
processes between teams within the same organization may be amplified when patient
referral relations have to cross the organizational boundaries of partners that may also
compete for patients, or have other reasons for limiting disclosure of information about
the details of their internal organizational processes. One general hypothesis inspired by
this argument is that time-specific variations in relational mechanisms are amplified by
information asymmetries between the partners, and reduced by attempts of partners to
share knowledge about their internal procedures across organizational boundaries.
How should time-specific variation in network effect matter? Clearly, continuity of
care matters greatly for the welfare of patients, and for the level of effectiveness (and
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efficiency) of treatment of health care services that hospitals are able to provide (Pham
et al., 2007). This is particularly the case when treatment has to be provided by more
than one provider – potentially leading to fragmented health care provision (Cebul et al.,
2008). One way to frame the network effects that our models documented is as ways in
which hospitals try to alleviate problems of fragmentation when care must be coordinated
across providers. Time variations in patterns of relational coordination across hospitals
obviously matter greatly as they affect directly the quality of care that patients receive
when services are rendered by multiple providers (Stange, 2009). One hypothesis that
future studies could entertain is that variation in patterns of relational coordination are
associated to variations in the quality of care or in clinical outcomes. Healthcare provides a
useful setting to test this hypothesis, but institutional sectors where consumers experience
depends equally strongly on coordination between producers (or service providers) would
be similarly appropriate.
5.2 Conclusions
To conclude our discussion, we present a brief outline of some of major methodological,
empirical and theoretical implications of our study for future research on interorganiza-
tional relations – and social relations more generally. From a methodological standpoint,
our study demonstrates the unique value of event-oriented research designs, data, and an-
alytical frameworks for addressing issues of high-frequency time-specific variation in the
effect of relational mechanisms on relational outcomes of interest. Obviously, what fre-
quencies are “high” or “low” depend entirely on the setting, and on assumptions about the
meaningful time frames for action. Variation in relational mechanisms may be observed
over minutes at mixer parties (Ingram and Morris, 2007), hours in emergency response
situations (Butts, 2008), days in case of complex decisions (Gibson, 2011), or even over
months in case of interorganizational collaborations (Kitts et al., 2017). Building di-
rectly on the argument proposed by Butts (2008), the relational event models we have
implemented facilitate the analysis of interorganizational relations unfolding simultane-
ously across different time scales by avoiding aggregation and successive transformation
of time-specific events into binary network ties. Network ties have a duration that may
be of substantive interest, and that event-oriented/point-process models cannot capture.
Building on Vu et al. (2017) we defined a decay parameter that controls the duration of
the effect that events have on successive events. We have shown how the numerical value
of this parameter may be estimated directly from data, and substantively interpreted. We
suspect that interest in the “time drag” (or “inertia”) of relational events will increase as
a general consensus diffuses on the contingent, time-specific value of social relations for a
wide variety of behavioral outcomes considered of theoretical interest (Burt, 2002).
Our study also carries clear empirical implications. Future studies of interorgani-
zational relations interested in representing explicitly network-like dependencies, might
benefit from considering the possibility that estimates of models fitted to aggregate net-
work data mask significant time-specific variations in relational mechanisms that have
generated the observations (Stadtfeld et al., 2016). Understanding the contingent factors
underlying patterns of time-specific variation in relational mechanism may contribute to a
more detailed understanding of how interorganizational networks stabilize or change over
time. We believe that the empirical implications of our study are not limited to research
on interorganizational relations. The results we have reported clearly resonate with recent
studies on intra and inter-day variations in individual moods and attitudes as expressed
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through interpersonal (i.e., relational) communication activities produced by participa-
tion in on line social media (Dodds et al., 2011; Golder and Macy, 2011; Golder et al.,
2007). Like ours, these studies suggest that connective behavior is affected by detectable
time-specific variations in the underlying mechanisms that shape, and at the same time
emerge from social interaction.
According to Padgett (2018, p.2): “Seen dynamically, “social structure” is a set of
trajectories and movements through space-time. That is, it is synonymous with “history.”
But the starting problem for all analysts (and observers) is that “history” in the singular
does not exist – just as unitary “social structure” is a fantasy.” Until very recently, we
lacked a principled analytical framework to represent a notion of “social structure” as a
set of interwoven trajectories of change, rather that as a unitary construction represented
as a static configuration of network ties. The main theoretical implication of our work is
that it invites further development of the connection between this theoretical position and
research designs that go beyond the antimony of “structure” and “change” to recognize
change as a core feature of social and network structure.
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